Luxe Recommends: Four Luxe Diary
Dates to look forward to this Fall

As the fall season approaches, The Luxe Diary is pleased to share with you four cornerstone
events and dates to build your luxe fashion and design diary this sesason. From L’Ecole by Van
Cleef & Arpels courses in Dubai to Fashion Forward Dubai, via Downtown Design and Saudi
Design Week, we have your season covered!

Fashion Forward Dubai 10th Edition | 26-28 October 2017 | The
Design Quarter – d3

Our favourite fashion week is coming back this October. Fashion Forward Dubai (FFWD), the
region’s progressive fashion platform, endorsed by Dubai Design and Fashion Council (DDFC)
and with Dubai Design District (d3) as Strategic Partner, returns for its tenth edition from
October 26 to 28 at a new location, the Design Quarter at d3.
The definitive fashion platform that has championed Middle Eastern design talent for the past
five years and has propelled the careers of many designers both internationally and regionally,
will showcase seasoned couture, ready-to-wear and accessory designers, as well as debut new
talent at a new location in the heart of d3, in the Design Quarter.
For more on this event click here.
Van Cleef & Arpels has announced the arrival of L’ÉCOLE Van Cleef & Arpels (L’ÉCOLE) to
Dubai later this year, marking the school’s first foray to the Middle East. You can enrol from 11
September!
The Paris-based school of jewelry arts will set up a nomadic campus at Hai d3, in the Dubai
Design District to shed light on the hidden worlds of jewelry and watchmaking, from the 7th to
the 25th of November, 2017.
To enrol visit Van Cleef & Arpels and for more Luxe Diary dates, click here.

Downtown Design | Dubai Design District (D3) | 14-17
November 2017

Ahmed Bazazo Armchair
Downtown Design, the Middle East’s most important design trade show,
announces its fifth edition and final exhibitor list.
The fifth edition of Downtown Design will present a huge range of carefully
selected best-in-class established and emerging brands from all over the world to
the design professionals drawn to Dubai from across the Middle East. The annual
exhibition, held for the third time at D3, will provide the architecture
and design industry with a unique blend of exhibitors, live events, and installations
all within a purpose-built venue.
For more on this event click here.

